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Overview

• Motivation

• Word based translation models
* IBM model 1
* Training using the Expectation Maximisation algorithm

• Decoding to find the best translation
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Why translate?

• Translation is a classic “AI-hard” challenge
* Aims to convert from one human language to another, 

while preserving the meaning and the fluency of the text

• Now in wide-spread use, including
* Google, Bing translation tools
* Cross language information retrieval
* Speech translation
* Computer-aided translation
* …
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Translation is hard

• Not just simple word for word translation
* structural changes, e.g., syntax and semantics
* multiple word translations, idioms
* inflections for gender, case etc
* missing information (e.g., determiners)

However , the sky remained clear under the strong north wind .

}6 ! Œ |x , F )z ù6 A! !à !
Although north wind howls , but sky still extremely limpid .

Figure 2.1: An example of translationally equivalent sentences. We give an English gloss

for each Chinese word.

We denote a sequence of J source words as f1 f2... fJ or f J1 2VFJ , and a sequence of

I target words as e1e2...eI or eI1 2 VEI . The goal of a translation system, when presented

with an input sequence f J1 , is to find a sequence e
I
1 that is translationally equivalent.

An example of translationally equivalent sequences is shown in Figure 2.1. An

exercise familiar to those who have learned a foreign language is to draw a line between

the words in the sentence that are translations of each other. For instance, we can see

that Chinese word ! is translated as the English word north, and we could draw a line

between them. We say that such words are aligned. An example word alignment is

shown in Figure 2.2. This illustrates that translational equivalence can be decomposed

into a number of smaller equivalence problems at the word level.

Word translation is often ambiguous. For instance, we might reasonably translate

! as northern without loss of meaning. However, it is not uncommon for the different

possible translations of a word to have very different meanings. Often, the correct choice

will depend on context. Therefore, our system will need some mechanism to choose

between several possible options for each translation decision.

In addition to word translation, the other main problem that can be seen from the

figure is that words with equivalent meanings do not appear in the same order in both sen-

11

Example from Lopez, 2008, 
PhD dissertation UMD
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Vaquios’ Triangle

modern methods mostly at word level

Interlingua
(knowledge representation)

English
(semantic

representation)

English
(syntactic parse) 

English
(word string) 

French
(semantic

representation)

French
(syntactic parse) 

French
(word string) 

3. Semantic Transfer

2. Syntactic Transfer

1. Direct Translation

4. Knowledge-based
Transfer
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Statistical MT

• Noisy Channel Model
* When I look at an article in Russian, I say: “This is
really written in English, but it has been coded in some
strange symbols. I will now proceed to decode.”
Warren Weaver (1949)

• Assume that we started with an English sentence.
* The sentence was then corrupted by translation into 

French.
* … we want to recover the original.

encoder channel
P(f|e)

decoder
argmax P(e|f)

e fLanguage Model
P(e)

ê
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Noisy channel

• Use Bayes' inversion:

• Decoder seeks to maximise:

• N.b., denominator constant wrt e, can be dropped

encoder channel
P(f|e)

decoder
argmax P(e|f)

e fLanguage Model
P(e)

P (e|f) = P (e)P (f |e)
P (f)

ê = argmaxe P (e)P (f |e)

ê
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Noisy channel MT

• Two components:

l Responsible for:
- P(f|e) rewards good translations, but permissive of 

disfluent e
- P(e) rewards e which look like fluent English, and helps put 

words in the correct order

Q: Why not just one TM to model P(e|f) directly?

Language Model (LM)

Translation Model (TM)

ê = argmaxe P (e)P (f |e)
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Learning

• How to learn the LM and TM
* LM: based on text frequencies in large monolingual 

corpora (as seen in previous lecture)
* TM: based on word co-occurrences in parallel texts

• Parallel texts (or bitexts)
* one text in multiple languages
* Produced by human translation; 

readily available  on web
• news, legal transcripts, literature, 

subtitles, bible, … 
• See e.g. http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/

http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/
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Models of translation

• Statistical machine translation learns translations 
from bitexts
* requires separate sentence alignment process

→ fairly easy if sentences in similar order, can use length in chars

* key questions are:
• how to formulate process of translation?
• how can we learn without explicit word-level instruction?

→ just have sentence pairs, but no indication of what 
words translate one another

• how can we produce new translations?
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Alignment in translation

• Consider following bitext:

• Not always word for word translation, nor do they 
have the same word order:
* inserted and dropped words
* rearrangement of word order, aka ‘re-ordering’
* some word/s translate as several words

• das Haus ist klein
the house is small

• klein ist das Haus
the house is small

• das Haus ist klitzeklein
the house is very small

• das Haus ist ja klein
the house is small
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Representing Alignment

• Representation:
E = e1 ... eI = And the program has been implemented
F = f1 ... fJ = Le programme a ete mis en application
A = a1 ... aJ = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 6. 

Figure from Brown, Della Pietra, Della Pietra, Mercer, 1993 
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Cautionary note

• Consider translating in the other direction

• What are the alignment values?
* a=0 denotes an unaligned word (also called NULL)
* this approach to alignment imposes modelling limitations & 

asymmetry
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IBM model 1

• Formulate probabilistic model of translation

• where
* t(f|e) are translation probabilities
* alignments aj indexes the translation of word j

P (f ,a|e) = ✏

(I + 1)J

JY

j=1

t(fj |eaj )

<latexit sha1_base64="PV/Uay3ssweww7UN1p/AqwhjoeY=">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</latexit>
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Example IBM

• Given translation table, evaluate the probability of 
the aligned sentence pair

Example adapted 
from Koehn 09

f t(f|e) f t(f|e) f t(f|e) f t(f|e)
das 0.4 Haus 0.35 ist 0.2 klein 0.4

der 0.35 Geschlect 0.05 bin 0.15 gering 0.25

die 0.25 Häuser 0.15 bist 0.10 schmal 0.15

aufnehmen 0.20 sein 0.30

Heim 0.25 sind 0.25

e = the e = house e = is e = small

P (f ,a|e) = ✏

54
t(das|the)t(Haus|house)t(ist|is)t(klein|small)

= 0.00029✏
<latexit sha1_base64="9szfibJhLN7TF3EJxhtUZ40Eejo=">AAACwXicbVFNb9NAEF27fBTz0RSOXFZEoCChyA5FlAOoopceg0TaSnGI1ut1s8p+WLvjqtHWf5IT/BvWdhpCy0iW3rw3T347k5WCW4jj30G4c+/+g4e7j6LHT54+2+vtPz+1ujKUTagW2pxnxDLBFZsAB8HOS8OIzAQ7y5bHjX52yYzlWn2HVclmklwoXnBKwFPz3q/xIJUEFlnhivodvsGkxtebhtVv8Rv8GaeFIdSlrLRcaFW7Dz8OagwDnAK7ApcT600dhkXj2UgnpPqrLXRlO7Xr/Rs3GvdjW76lYFy1SdrWSiKEd6ZphLeqiRYP4zgefbrJhqNo3uu3pC98FyRr0EfrGs97P9Nc00oyBVQQa6dJXMLMEQOcClZHqY9dErokF2zqoSKS2ZlrL1Dj157JcaGN/xTglt12OCKtXcnMTzZLtbe1hvyfNq2gOJw5rsoKmKLdj4pKYNC4OSfOuWEUxMoDQg33WTFdEH8n8EdvlpDcfvJdcDoaJu+Ho28H/aOv63XsopfoFRqgBH1ER+gEjdEE0eBLkAcyUOFxyMMyNN1oGKw9L9A/Fbo/wsPW8Q==</latexit>
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Incomplete data

• To learn the parameter tables, t, need the word 
alignments

• However, word-alignments are rarely available; how 
to handle?
* if we had a good model, we could use it to guess 

alignments
* if we had a good guess about the alignments, we could 

train a model
* a ‘chicken and egg’ problem…
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Estimating P(f|e)

• If we knew the alignments this would be easy
* Simply count frequencies:

• e.g., p(programme | program) = 
c(programme, program) /  c(program)

* Counts aggregated over all aligned word pairs in the 
corpus

• But word-alignments are rarely observed…
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Estimating the Model
• Instance of “expectation maximization” (EM) 

algorithm
1. make initial guess of t parameters, e.g., uniform
2. estimate alignments for each sentence pair, P(a | e, f)
3. learn parameters t, based on expected (fractional) 

alignments over corpus (from step 2)
4. repeat from step 2

• In each step we are improving the fit of our model to 
the data
* terminate after fixed number of steps (e.g., 5-10)
* a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
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EM for IBM1

• Need to calculate expected alignments under the 
model 
(step 2)

• For model 1,
simplifies to:

P (a|e, f) =
Y

j

P (aj |e, f)

P (aj |e, f) =
t(fj |eaj )P
aj

t(fj |eaj )
<latexit sha1_base64="zL6odotEFOe8FMSL7SRWqneHHe8=">AAAClnichVFdSxtBFJ1dbbXbWmN9EfpyMTREkLCrgvZBkYRSH1doNJANy+zkro7OfjAzK4R1f5J/pm/9N84mEdQovTDDueeey8w9N8oFV9p1/1n20vKHjyurn5zPX9a+rjc2vl2orJAM+ywTmRxEVKHgKfY11wIHuUSaRAIvo9teXb+8Q6l4lv7RkxxHCb1KecwZ1YYKGw+O3w4Sqq+juKQV3MNTgtXuE4yrHWjBMQS5zMbhDfhtau53pUHg/EfROgYIYklZqdvxVIhhaTqqnaoMVJHMElgoOmGj6XbcacAi8OagSebhh42/wThjRYKpZoIqNfTcXI9KKjVnAisnKBTmlN3SKxwamNIE1aic2lrBD8OMIc6kOamGKfu8o6SJUpMkMsp6OPW6VpNv1YaFjo9GJU/zQmPKZg/FhQCdQb0jGHOJTIuJAZRJbv4K7Joav7TZZG2C93rkRXCx1/H2O3vnB83T7tyOVfKdbJM28cghOSVnxCd9wqxN66fVtXr2ln1i/7J/z6S2Ne/ZJC/C9h8BjnvHcQ==</latexit>

P (a|e, f) = P (f ,a, e)

P (f , e)
=

P (f ,a|e)
P (f |e)

<latexit sha1_base64="b3+uq5IkZC91Hcok5GfTaY3q4OI=">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</latexit>
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EM for IBM1: Summary

1. make initial guess of t parameters, e.g., uniform
2. initialise counts, c, of translation pairs to 0
3. for each sentence pair, (E, F)

• for each position j, and value of aj ∈ {0, 1, 2, …, l}
– compute expected alignment

– update fractional counts
c(ej, faj) ← c(ej, faj)  + P(aj|e, f) 

4. update t with normalised counts, t(f|e) = c(e, f) / c(e)
5. repeat from step 2

P (aj |e, f) =
t(fj |eaj )P
aj

t(fj |eaj )
<latexit sha1_base64="PWHoK4zS/a+Ac7erqXRiKENUFt4=">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</latexit>
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IBM1 Algorithm
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EM for IBM1 demonstration

• See ipython notebook
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Modelling limitations
• Problems:

* ignores the positions of words in 
both strings

* limited to word-based 
phenonema

* asymmetric, can’t handle 1:many 
or many:many

* difficulty learning from sparse 
data 
(solution: using large corpora)

Figure from Brown, Della Pietra2, Mercer, 1993 
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Other alignment models

• Seminal IBM paper (Brown et al. 93) introduced 
several models of varying complexity
* IBM2: non-uniform alignment probability, p(i|j, I, J)
* IBM3: fertility for each word in e

• how many words should it translate as in the other language?
(e.g., ɸ(did) ~ 0, ɸ(the) ~ 1, ɸ(implemented) ~ 3) 

* IBM4,5: includes word clusters in distortion model
• to represent consistent syntactic reordering

• Hidden Markov Model (Vogel, 96)
* better distortion model favouring monotone alignment 

with small ‘jumps’
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HMMs for alignment

• How to better model the alignment prior?
* IBM 2 & 3 include an explicit term for modelling typical 

alignment values using table of condition probabilities, 
Pr(aj = i|j, l, m)

* suffers for long sentence pairs, where there too little data 
to estimate

• HMM provides a better solution
* each alignment aj depends on the previous alignment aj-1

P (A) = P (a1)P (a2|a1)P (a3|a2) . . . P (al|al�1)
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HMMs for alignment
• Formulated as

* where P(a1 |a0, I) is a placeholder for P(a1 | I)

le programme a été mis en application

2 3 4 5 6 6 6

And the program has been implemented

P (f ,a|e) = P (J |I)⇥
Y

j

P (aj |aj�1, I)P (fj |eaj )

<latexit sha1_base64="J07qZNVYZntREsxbk8X5khijRcw=">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</latexit>
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HMM parameterisation

• Emission probability of fj being generating 
conditioned on aj

th word in e
* versus generating from ‘cluster’ aj in tagging HMM

• Transition probability based on “jump distance”, 
aj – aj-1

• Also trained with EM
* forward-backward algorithm (Baum-Welch) can compute

expectations efficiently

DR
AF
T

Section 25.5. Alignment in MT 27

Via this restructuring, we can think of P(F,A|E) as being computable from proba-
bilities of three types: a length probabilityP(J|eI1), an alignment probabilityP(a j| f j−11 ,a j−11 ,eI1),
and a lexicon probability P( f j| f j−11 ,a j1,e

I
1).

We next make some standard Markov simplifying assumptions. We’ll assume that
the probability of a particular alignment a j for Spanish word j is only dependent on
the previous aligned position a j−1. We’ll also assume that the probability of a Spanish
word f j is dependent only on the aligned English word ea jat position a j:

P(a j| f j−11 ,a j−11 ,eI1) = P(a j|a j−1, I)(25.24)

P( f j| f j−11 ,a j1,e
I
1) = P( f j|ea j)(25.25)

Finally, we’ll assume that the length probability can be approximated just as P(J|I).
Thus the probabilistic model for HMM alignment is:

P( f J1 ,a
J
1|e

I
1) = P(J|I)×

J

∏
j=1

P(a j|a j−1, I)P( f j|ea j)(25.26)

To get the total probability of the Spanish sentence P( f J1 |e
I
1) we need to sum over

all alignments:

P( f J1 |e
I
1) = P(J|I)×∑

A

J

∏
j=1

P(a j|a j−1, I)P( f j|ea j)(25.27)

As we suggested at the beginning of the section, we’ve conditioned the alignment
probability P(a j|a j−1, I) on the previous aligned word, to capture the locality of align-
ments. Let’s rephrase this probability for a moment as P(i|i′, I), where i will stand for
the absolute positions in the English sentence of consecutive aligned states in the Span-
ish sentence. We’d like to make these probabilities dependent not on the absolute word
positions i and i′, but rather on the jump width between words; the jump width is theJUMP WIDTH

distance between their positions i′− i. This is because our goal is to capture the fact that
‘the English words that generate neighboring Spanish words are likely to be nearby’.
We thus don’t want to be keeping separate probabilities for each absolute word position
like P(7|6,15) and P(8|7,15). Instead, we compute alignment probabilities by using a
non-negative function of the jump width:

P(i|i′, I) =
c(i− i′)

∑Ii′′=1 c(i′′ − i′)
(25.28)

Let’s see how this HMM model gives the probability of a particular alignment of
our English-Spanish sentences; we’ve simplified the sentence slightly.

Thus the probability P(F,A|E) for this particular alignment of our simplified sen-
tenceMaria dió una bofetada a la bruja verde is the product of:

P(F,A|E) = P(J|I)×P(Maria|Mary)×P(2|1,5)×
t(dió|slapped)×P(2|2,5)×T(una|slapped)×P(2|2,5)× . . .(25.29)
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Summary

• Translation as word-based approach for modelling 
bitexts

• Noisy channel formulation of translation

• IBM model1 and EM training

• Reading:
* JM2 #25: introduction, 25.3-25.6 


